Dart

Game Suggestions:
Around the Clock

Black and white

Play in groups or 1 on 1. Throw the bag and
hit all the numbers starting with 1.
Player number one throws the bag. If he
hits the right number, he is allowed to
throw again. If not, switch turn and so on.
The winner is the one who gets through all
numbers first.

Divide the group in two. Throw 2 or 3 bags.
Add the numbers and find the sum. The
winning team is the team, who gets to 250
first. Group one can only score points by
landing on black fields the other one only
on white fields. Hitting a field in another
colour doesn’t count.

Regular Dart - 201 or 301

Hit the right sum

Each team gets 3 bean bags. Throw the bag
and hit if possible the higest numbers.

Each team has 3 bean bags. Each team gives
the other team tasks. E.g. hit the sum of 36.
Every time the task is solved it gives a bonus
of 1 point.

Accessories: Bean bags

Accessories: Bean bags

Accessories: Bean bags

The sum of the three numbers has to be
subtracted 201 or 301 (if necessary
use a calculator). The winning team is the
team, who gets to the sum of 0 or close to first.

Accessories: Bean bags

Can be varied by saying numbers hit in the
inner circle gives double.
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Game Suggestions:
Say the number!

Curling

A quick simple game leaning numbers.

Play curling by placing 1, 2 or 3 stones as
close as possible to the circle in the middle.

Accessories: Bean bag

Accessories: Hopscotch Stone

Participants throw a bean bag and must say
the name of the figure the bean bag lands on.

Multiplication (bigger kids)

You are allowed to push away other stones.
The winner is the one, who gets his stones
Closest to Bulls Eye in the middle.

Accessories: Bean bags, Cones

Make 2 teams. Both teams throw one bag,
the one closest to the center (Bulls Eye)
starts.

Scram

Place a cone on a number e.g. 14.

Make two teams, first team is called the
stopper, the second team is called the scorer.

The starting team then throws one bag
and opposing team, has to come up with
the right answer by multiplying 14 with
number the number hit e.g. 11.

Team stopper throws three bags first and
is trying to hit all of the numbers on the
board, from 1 through 20, one time, in any
order.

Each right answer gives a point, and the
winner is the team who gets to 10 first.

Once the stopper has hit a number, the
scorer cannot score points on that number.
Once the stopper has hit all of the numbers,
the scorer adds up his points and the roles
are reversed.

Can be varied and instead of multiplying
add or subtract the numbers.
Again, each right answer gives a point and
the winner gets to 5 first.

Accessories: Bean bags

The objective is to score as many points as
possible. In the event of a tie, shoot at the
bull’s-eye to determine the winner.

Interdisciplinary

Accessories: Bean bags
Prepare questions or other tasks to begin
with.
Agree in advance the rules for which figures
etc. triggers a question.
Throw one or two bean bags. The sum of
the field on which the bags lands decides
the level of the question. The higher sum
the more difficult task.
The task can e.g. be a spelling word. Each
right answer gives point.
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